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auto mouse and keyboard is a software designed to automatically execute mouse and keypad procedures over a pre-set schedule, rendering it extremely ideal for repeat
responsibilities, especially good for gamers. all you need to do is focus on a simulation, this being done, you track record the mouse movements as well as the actions of
the computer keyboard, and by making use of a planner, your application as soon as chosen for kick off the actions. furthermore, to setting up scripts for auto mouse and
computer keyboard, users can also transfer existing actionscript information or export them in amk format. compress data to executables, produce a set of shortcuts or
intended tasks. the usage of this software wont need any special knowledge. the program allows the user to automatically click without being physically there. you can set
it up to click in the morning or night while you are asleep or easily click on a schedule that you can switch from one to the other. you can go back and apply scheduled
clicks and edit the timer if needed. for people who have an appointment with lots of online clicks, the clicker can save them clicks and help them get their work done. this
clicker will work on windows 10, 8.1, 8, 7 and vista.. this program will tell you when it is scheduled to click, and you can change the settings at any time. the program can
be set to click when you turn your computer on and off. when the computer is turned off, the program will wait until you turn it on. the computer clock will update as soon
as the mouse is clicked. auto mouse and keyboard automatically executes mouse and keyboard procedures over a pre-set schedule, rendering it extremely ideal for repeat
responsibilities, especially good for gamers. it brings a whole lot of powerful features and easy customization. all you need to do is focus on a simulation, this being done,
you track record the mouse movements as well as the actions of the computer keyboard, and by making use of a planner, your application as soon as chosen for kick off
the actions. furthermore, to setting up scripts for auto mouse and computer keyboard, users can also transfer existing actionscript data or export them in amk format.
compress data to executables, produce a set of shortcuts or intended tasks. the usage of this software wont require any special knowledge.
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